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BPP University (BPP) is a leading UK organisation dedicated only to the development of professional skills. At BPP, they don't just teach the industry. They lead it. And they've led it for over 40 years. Their experience in professional education has made them reliable partners of institutions around the world, including
90% of the Financial Times Stock Exchange 's 100 Index (FTSE) companies. Their programs are developed in collaboration with well-known employers and professionals, in areas including Law, Management, Accounting, Insurance, Banking, Digital Skills, Technology, Nursing, Healthcare and more. BPP ensures that
students are equipped with the practical skills necessary to succeed. Some publishing houses have provided additional online resources on a temporary basis, and the BPP Library Group has identified a list of resources that can be used for our students. Due to recent system changes, you may need to re-link your
Athens FT.com accounts, even if you've previously linked them. To do this, please visit the Online Resources page on the Online Library and scroll down and select FT.com link. After logging in with your Athens username and password, you will be taken to the FT.com your registry. Once you've entered your
@my.bpp.com email address, you'll be redirected to the sign-in screen where you should enter the password you selected when you first FT.com account. If you can't remember your password, please follow the forgotten password link to reset it. Once you've reset your password, you'll need to start the linking process
again by going back to the Online Resources page and clicking on FT.com link. Please email library@bpp.com if you have any questions or difficulties. BPP university has an online education registration with the Financial Times. Signing up for unlimited access on your desktop, mobile, and tablet couldn't be easier. After
you sign in to your VLE and navigate to the Online Library, select the Online Resources page and scroll down FT.com. The first time you use the link, you will need to log in using your Athens username and password, and then create a new FT.com. Once you have done that, you will be able to log on to the next visit just
by using your Athens details. Features include: • Daily email meetings on topics and areas; • FT Web App - instant access to FT.com your smartphone or tablet; • Independent research and analysis of industries and countries; • An ft news archive and analysis dating back to August 2004; • Newslines - the FT's annot tool
to add depth to discussions in the classroom. And now you have access to more exclusive features: • Instant Insight - analysis of the breaking breaking news stories of the day, provided by the FT FT's award-winning and a global network of experts; • FT Confidential Research – a research service from the FT that
provides analytical insights based on data on China and Southeast Asia. If you previously signed up with FT.com but had trouble trying to sign in, you may need to re-link your account due to a recent system change. Please click here to learn how to do this. If you have any questions or if you need a reminder of your
Athens username and password, please contact library@bpp.com or talk to staff at the Library Issues Desk (if available in your location). The image was not found on Instagram. My Tweets Need Help? Nestled behind South Bank's cultural districts, BPP's Waterloo facility is one of the largest Providers of A-Level Law
(GDL) in the UK. Known for its strong business culture, BPP has very good links with city law firms. If you are hoping to go down the lawyers route in the corporate and commercial industries it is worth considering that as many as 60 law firms exclusively send their traine lawyers to study at BPP. Unlike many GDL
providers, BPP offers courses with a commercial focus. The business vibe is highlighted by copies of the Financial Times available for free daily in the Waterloo building. Many faculty and tutors have practiced lawyers and lawyers. As former lawyers, they are well positioned to provide insight into life in legal practice. The
students appreciate this and say it helps you stand out as a candidate if you are applying from an illegal background, not Oxbridge. Continuing to read the GDL experience is almost always intense. As a BPP Waterloo student warns: Be prepared to replace all your friends with case law. But unlike many GDL providers,
the EU law exam at the BPP is a multiple choice test, so perhaps there is still a slim chance of a social life. Down the road from campus, The Thirsty Bear pub is a popular BPP student obsession in afterhours, and sometimes in the middle of seminars... As with any GDL provider, the quality of teaching has mixed
reviews. An er00 tells Legal Cheek that there are excellent, committed tutors but there are also one or two really scary people. But the majority of teachers are on hand to answer questions relatively quickly with no sugar-coating, which students say they appreciate. Students also appreciate good fair teaching - it's one of
the hardest parts of GDL. Course materials are often given a raised thumb - resources are abundant and 'Learning Notes' are issued as a matter of route, although students say the majority of textbooks are unnecessary and end up being left un affected by the block heavy work. Be warned that you've got a good work
ethics to do well on GDL at BPP. No compulsory ridicule means you have to and more job suits on top of the job that have been added, reports one student. To get feedback to prepare for the exam, you must be disciplined enough to do the job that you are not required to do. Another strength is BPP's online resources.
Your entire course is offered through VLE (Virtual Learning Environment), also known as saving grace. As one student notes, everything you need is there. All lectures are uploaded to VLE, as well as reading materials and workshops for each module and review lectures closer to exam time. This may be why many
students talk about a scoop-eating work culture. But this is not necessarily a bad thing; really the get-the-job-done type of environment is a big plus if you're doing part-time courses along with working full time. Functional learning spaces - smarter than a typical uni, but some way out of a magic circle law firm. An inside
gave a bizarre account of how the light in the group's classroom buzzed, then when fans broke it gave off a huge hum. If spooky thrills are not for you, you'll probably be happier working in the library, which has computers on all desktops, printers, and reasonable wifi speeds. But what is a law school without a candies?
Some say Waterloo is due a refurb, and that the cafe leaves a lot to be desired. It didn't serve hot food and had seen small furry friends running around the common room, as well as beyond it - a student recalled the sound of a dead rat in a trap behind a trash can in a land law guide as a highlight. However, there is
coffee, two microwaves (very popular) and enough tables to go around, along with sofas, billiard tables and a giant game of Connect Four. These little per privileges at your lunch break put your mind out of the impending exam hell (six exams in three weeks). Often students see GDL as just a means to an end and a test
of memory, forgetting that it is also a time to land a job. In this way BPP offers a number of handy extras. Students cram into commercial awareness workshops, while regular career events and law fairs are an equally big hit. Reporting on the standard of career services, one a former student said: I had a meeting with
them over the app and they were very helpful – gave me a TC! Oh, and you can also convert your GDL into a free LLB if you complete a few more modules. In fact it doesn't make much sense, but your parents will be proud. Full-cost scholarship application information For students who show a unique and inspiring legal
career journey – overcoming obstacles or closing excellence for charitable activities, full-cost scholarship application information For students representing an excellent academic standard and commitment to a legal career Application information available to international students with a first class honors application
information For the most promising legal professionals in the future Value full-cost application information For students who show excellent leadership skills or innovation abilities, with motivation and ambition to become a future leader in the full-time legal sector of non-disclosed part-time places BPP offers a total of 2,280
GDL, full-time and part-time locations, across its centers nationwide; part-time fees are per year. Your legal career Regardless of your legal career ambitions, you can be sure that we can connect you with the right people. Further Discovery: by BPP on Monday, July 22, 2019 Job Profile Apprenticeship - Coach &amp;
Contract Type Assesser Permanent Job Purpose To provide coaching and support to our apprenticeships through a variety of communication methods and contact with their employers to ensure they progress through their apprenticeships. BPP offers apprenticeship programs that lead to qualifications in Financial
Services, Professional &amp; Accounting &amp; Business &amp; Human Resources Services. Primary responsibilities: Working together with Performance Advisors as part of a dedicated Performance Support team, provide proactive and responseive support to students who need additional assistance throughout their
apprenticeship level Providing appropriate training for students who require based on their performance throughout their program Conduct progress assessment meetings with their students and their owners as required support and counsel students on all educational issues related to the successful completion of the
student program Working with the BPP Quality Assurance Team to ensure all quality assurance requirements related to the educational support of the person being met their functional skills level when completing the necessary documents within the specified time period of the BPP. Effective implementation of any other
tasks as required by the Ministry of Accounting &amp; Taxation - Vacancies that support performance UK vacancies, London Street Candidate Criteria, London Successful applicants must demonstrate the following: Have relevant qualifications at the 3 or 4 academic level (related to Accounting &amp; Taxes) such as
criteria set by AAT, ATT, CFAB, CIMA &amp; FIA that focus and passion for student success as well as seeking to improve and enhance the student experience Excellent communication skills and ability to build relationships and maintain sympathy with stakeholders The experience of working with autonomy and
managing their own workload effectively responsible for developing the knowledge and skills of the enterprise Working capacity as part of a wider team Excellent time management and organizational skills Excellent communication skills - in writing, over the phone and face-to-face Successful applicants will be required to
undergo the DBS Test Advanced Employment Details Contract hours 37.50 FTE 1.00 Edge wage competition
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